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A cheaper way to sell
or buy text books. .
Stop by The Arbiter's web site and check out the
BookXchange. A place where students can post
messages to buy, sell and trade text books. So
cut out the middleman and let's start helping
each other out!
http://arbiter.boisestate.edu
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I IS YOUR "FREE" CHECKING ACCOUNT REALLY FREE?!? IAt Capital Edueators Federal Credit Union, checking (draft) accounts are free! . I
I e NO monthly service charge . 24 hours a day, 7 days a week (lraDsfer funds, I
@ NO per item fees verify balances, cleared checks, and much,
Ie NO minimum balance requirement much more) .e NO surcharge Automated Teller Machines e Direct Deposit of payroll checks, etc. I
(ATM's) at all 3 office locations (24 hours, @ VISA Check (debit) Cards (Check Guarantee,I 7 days per week cash availability) ArM & Debit all in e ard OAC) (VISAADDITIONAL ADVANTAGES.· Cd" on c -) Ire It Cards also available OAC
I @ Dividends are calculated daily . @ Insured by the National Credit Union@ FREE access to your account through Administration (NCUA), an Agency of the I
Capital Line (Audio Response Unit), Federal Government, for up to $100,000.00
I Give us a call or stop by anyone of our three office locations for more information. Our telephone .1
I numbers are 377-4600 or, out of the Boise calling area, 1-800-223-7283. We want to beyourfull-service financial institution. .
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The opInIons presented in advertise-
ments, editorials and cartoons within reflect the
views of those who created them and are not
necessarilythe views of The ArlJiter or its staff
The Arbiter is the official student news-
paper of Boise State University. Its mission is
to provide a forum for the discussion of issues
impacting the community. The Arbiter} budget
consists of fees paid by students and advertis-
ing sales. The paper is distributed to the cam-
pus on Wednesdays during the school year. The
first copy is free. Additional copies cost $1
each, payable to The Arbiter offices.
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Teleyision for the people, by.the people:
public access becomes a reality .
Stephanie Matlock
news editor
Treasure Valley citizenswill soon have a new
forum to express their views.
Recent actions by the Boise
City Council propelled public
access television closer to hit-
tingthe air.
Last month the city coun-
cil .approved the non-profit
group TVTV (Treasure Yalley
Public Access Television) to,
manage public access television
in the city of Boise. Members
worked on the project since its
inception, in a close working
relationship with the council,
says member and Baise State
professor Peter Lutze. Follow-
ing the signing of a contract,
T\lTV earned control of oper-
ations and management of
public access.
The TVTV board of
directors includes Lutze and
fellow communications profes-
sor Bob Rudd. Four other
Boiseans also sit on the board.
TVTV hupes to expand the
governing group and also set
up a citizens' advisory council
to answer policy and program-
ming questions. Larry Young, a
retired federal employee,
stepped up as a volunteer oper-
ations director for TVTv.
Public access television
will air programs produced by'
groups and individuals in the
greater Treasure Valley area. No
date has been set for the station
to. take the air, but Lutze hopes
operations begin sometime
next spring ..
TVTV provides the
equipment and training, as well
as production assistance for
community members looking
for a venue to share their views.
The group will control the
funds given to Boise City by
AT&T Cable Service. Accord-
ing to contract, the cable com-
pany must share five percent of
its yearly income with the city.
A year ag.o, the city coun-
cil approved a franchise agree-
ment with AT&T (formerly
TCI Cablevision) allowing the
cit}' to request money and up to
five channels. Last June, the city
did just that.
The Boise City Council
receives money from AT&T
which it then gives to TVTV
for management. A 20 cents
per month rate increase for
AT&T subscribers supplies
monies for the production Stu-
dio and facilities. The city will
provide a limited amount of
funding for staff and opera-
tional expenses. Training pro-
grams and fundraising efforts
will provide other resources.
Lutze says the project has
thus far been in the planning
phase and now, with the city
signing the contract with
TI'TV, public access should
move into the action phase.
TVTV will ask for the funds
from the city council when they
make final decisions on renova-
tion and equipment needs.
One channel will be set
up first, with four others fol-
lowing in the near future. Most
air-time on the first channel will
be reserved for citizen-pro-
duced public access props.
Tuesday and Thursday nights
will be reserved for city pur-
poses.
The original plan for
public access initially focused
on an educational and govern-
ment channel. Lutze says Boise
Stare expressed interest in edu-
cational programming, but later
dropped out of the process. He
foresees more' involvement
when other channels are pro-
vided. State and federal agen-
cies also inquired about airing
their own productions. Many
agencies have in-house video
production units, but lack
means for broadcasting.
Public access will be
located at 518 S. Ninth Street in
the old Frontier Warehouse
Building. Lutze says the loca-
tion proves particularly attrac-
tive because the building lies in
lie Boise Arts District and also'
houses the Idaho Shakespeare
Festival and Boise Contempo-
rary Theater. Renovations will
begin soon. "\X!e're starting to
smell the actual bcginninl-,'Sof
production there," Lutze says.
TVTV has set up an
informational website for pub.
lie access television. It can be
found at www.tvpal\·.org. IIIget
involved, call 343-1100.
The OldFrontier Warehouse will soon house the TreasureYalleys firstPubllcaccess
teleVisio!'.S!ation .'.
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Students, professor participate in WTOpeaceful protest
Jessi Loerch
associate editor
Tear gas and concussionbombs did not. deter a
group of fourteen BSU stu-
dents and one professor from
engaging in peaceful protest
during the World Trade Orga-
nization conference in Seattle,
Wash.
Martin Orr, sociology
professor, and Mike Boyer,
secondary education graduate
student, both feel the WTO
creates an undemocratic envi-
ronment that will harm people
while benefiting wealthy corpo-
rations. ''The WTO hurts
everybody equally,'; Orr says.
''The only people it helps are
the corporate rich." He worries
what the WTO, if successful,
could deem as violations of
free trade, including: nutritional
labels, prohibitions on child
labor, minimum wage, environ-
ment3I and consumer protec-
tion laws. He says it was vital to
protest the WTO, "an unde-
mocratic secretive body" who
are "compliant lab dogs of
international capitalism."
Boyer and Orr both par-
ticipated in a human chain, in
an effort to disrupt the WTO-
proceedings. The peaceful,
organized protests on the
morning of Nov. 30 impressed
Boyer. He saw street theater,
drum groups and people in
costumes dancing and march-
ing.
,The BSU protesters
joined in with parades marching
around the city, eventually arriv-
ing at the WTO meetings. They
linked with the human chain.
The variety of the people
protesting amazed, Boyer.
''What. was so interesting was
that you had people from the
right wing and the left wing
uniting against a common foe
that they saw as being totally
anti-democratic."
Boyer grew nervous
when, while sitting in the chain,
Seattle police attempted to use
horses to break through the line
of demonstrators. When the
horses refused to step on the
people, the police returned with
personnel carriers and a SWAT
team.
Then when police tried
to move people with what Orr
calls "excessive force" violence
began. Boyer stresses that, "the
peaceful protesters were not
reacting with violence at all."
Both Orr and Boyer insist that
the police overstepped the laws,
instigating violence and rioting
among a small percentage of
the crowd. ''The breakdown of
social order was caused by the
police. As long as the police
obeyed the laws, the protesters
obeyed the law. As soon as the
police violated the law...the
social order began to break
down," Orr says.
Most of the direct action
protesters did riot react vio-
lently. They simply refused to'
move, inciting more police bru-
tality, Boyer explains. But the
protesters remained, amazing
him with their courage,
Boyer was shot with rub- •
ber bullets in the face and tear
gassed three times. He saw one
man whose eye. dangled from
its socket, the result of a rubber
bullet
Orr says that while he
has seen examples of non-vio-
lent arrests on television he did
not witness any first hand. The
experience he observed led him
to exclaim, ''The Seattle Police
Department are fascist
pigs.,.that was what I saw." He
said he saw people sitting on
corners maced, clubbed and
tear gassed without warning,
order to disperse or threat of
arrest
Orr and Boyer explain
that the violence from angry
protesters and others was selec-
tive. They relate 'the story of a
small, independent coffee shop.
The customers stood in a calm,
orderly line, waiting for their
coffee, while next door rioters
spray painted the wall of a busi-
ness.
'''Vandalism is not vio-
lence, persay," Orr insists.
"People being outraged by bro-
ken windows who have never
expressed outrage over child
labor nauseates me."
Both ~rr and Boyer feel
the direct action accomplished
many of its goals. The demon-
stration disrupted opening cer-
emonies, brought world
attention to the WTO and
raised consciousness. "It
showed that the people will not
be excluded from the way soci-
ety is run ...the people are going
to have' a voice," Boyer
explains.
Orr says this is far from
the end of the effort to disband
the WTG. Both Boyer and Orr
say they will participate in any-
thing else necessary to make
their goal a reality.
''The abolition of the
WTO is essential. We need to
recognize that free trade means
freedom to exploit child labor,
freedom to poison consumers,
freedom to destroy the' envi-
ronment What we need is fair
trade, equitable trade, trade that
respects human rights, labor
rights, civil liberties and human
dignity;' Orr says.
)
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statutory rape laws and their
consequences but told Winberg
that if a man went to prison,
"It's not my problem." Winberg
suggests that ,college students
ID potential dates before taking
them home.
Statistics provided by the
Friends and Family of Idaho
Inmates show that nearly 60
percent of those in prison in
Idaho have been convicted of
non-violent crimes, and 80 per-
cent suffers from substance
abuse problems which receive
inadequate treatment. "I think
it's time for the taxpayers in
Idaho to understand when we
send people to prison they are
not being rehabilitated"
Friends and Family of
Idaho Inmates meets the first
Monday of every month at the
Boise Friends Church at 7751
Goddard Road. For those who
have a familymember in prison
or want to help the cause, con-
tact the organization at 343-
3470.
Prison reform advocate speaks atBSU
(Sean Hayes ~
\: \ news wrl~)
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7elly Winberg doesn't
~ look like the stereotype
of a liberal prison reform advo-
cate with big hair and a no-non-
sense demeanor.' Winberg
lectured students assembled for
the Sociology Club's second
annual Conspiracy, Theory
Week about the costs and reali-
ties of crime in Idaho.
"We are not softies on
crime," Winberg says. "We do
not want to open,up the prison
doors and let everyone out"
She acknowledges that most
people are in prison because
they belong there-going so far
as to saythat if she werewarden
prisoners wouldn't be "sitting
on their duffs." 'She formed the
non-profit group Friends and
Family of Idaho Inmates after'
over-crowding in Idaho's pris-
ons forced the Idaho Depart-
ment of Corrections to ship
inmates to other states.
,Winberg sought to make
the topic relevant to college stu-
dents more concerned with
Ring in the New
Year!
issues such as education
reform. Many students have felt
upset lately about the' over-
emphasis on crime over educa-
tion in the state government.
Winberg explains that it costs '
taxpayers $17,00 to $18,000 to
house one inmate for a year,
dollars that come out of educa-
tion.
"I don't think most peo-
ple understand how easy it is in
Idaho to go to prison," Win- ,
berg states. A large portion of
her lecture focused on the num-
ber of people entering prison
each month because of parole
violations.
Underscoring her point,
,Winberg called up a member of
the audience, addressing him as
"Inmate Smith." She found
three parole violations (the
maximum allowable limit
before a parolee is sent back to
prison) on his person. The man
had not shaved, his shirt was
unbuttoned at the top and he
was wearing a contraband
item-a leather belt
Wmberg did not exagger-
ate for the benefit of an audi-
W'EGLASS
Vista Village Shopping Center
810 Vista Ave. • Boise
331-7017
Schedule an exam WithOUT
and receive a FREE
•
ence She cited actual cases of '
people sent back to prison for
coming slightlylate to a hearing
or making a phone.' call from
work to inquire about the health
of their children.Winberg says
it costs only $3,000 to monitor
an .inmate put on parole.
"Inmate Smith's" contraband,
belt could end up costing tax
payers an additional $14,000.
Friends and Farnilies of
Idaho Inmates focuses on reha-
bilitating of prisoners, 90 per-
cent of whom will one day
re-enter society. The group
charges that Idaho's current sys-
tem simply "warehouses" crim-
inals, who then re-enter society
rehabilitated which might lead
to a high rate of 'recidivism.
Also, the group says that those
eligible should be granted
parole. Idaho currently only
paroles five to 10 percent of
qualified cases.
Several speakers at the
lecture discussed their own
experiences with family in the
Idaho prison system.Winberg's
son was incarcerated after years
of avoiding prosecution by
Event Marketing"
Student Marketing Manager
Gain valuable experience in the marketing field.
Pro Performance Marketing needs a reliable,
professional, outgoing, goal oriented individual
to manage and execute promotions for university
sponsored marketing program.
,. Part Time Employment Opportunity
• Excellent pay
• All expense paid national training conference
• 'For '00 school year - Spring Semester
• Nationwide program
Call Kristin at 1-800-377-1924, ext.208 for more
information and to schedule an interview.
PROMOTIONS
making deals. It was only when ,
he refused to admit to a crime
he was only an accessory to,
that he was sentenced to prison. '
Winberg had asked judges,
sinceher son was first a child, to
provide help. She feels that if
the system had punished her
son while he was impression-
able, maybe he wouldn't be in
prison today. '
Perhaps the most com-
pelling part of the lecture was
Winberg's discussion of the
purported increase, in sex
crimes in Idaho. "People get
fiveto ten years for having rela-
tionships.These are not people
who sit in cars outside of
schools."
Winbergwent downtown
on a Friday night cruise and
polled teenage girls about laws
regarding statutory rape. She
was disgusted that the relation-
ships seemed appropriate until
either the victim or the parents
became angered and reported
the boyfriend. One of the 13-
year-oldgirlsshe polled claimed
over six older past sex partners.
She was fully aware of the
.J-.; --J) C...." --,._.' • •C",--, _
New law puts strain on Pell Grant recipients
The maximum size of a
Pell grant this yearis $1,588 for
the fall semester and $1,587 for
the spring semester. Because
students willonly be required to
repay half' the grant, the maxi-
mum repayment falls slightly
below $800.
And, while the prospect
of repaying up to $800 doesn't
seem terribly'exciting, there is
some good news. Money that
Boise State repays to the federal
. government if a student drops
out of classeswill be applied to
student loans, both under the
current system and the new ,sys-
tern,
the student body, received Pell
grant money last year.Approx-
imately 700 of those students
were subject to some kind of a
refund calculation after they
stopped attending the univer-
sity.
However, only about ten
percent of them, were actually
required to repaymoney out of
pocket. In most cases, the
refund was made exclusivelyby
the university.
Next year,more of those
students will have to find a way
to repay the government. '
If a student is required to
repay grant money, they will
remain ineligible for any other
federal funds until they have
settled the debt.
ated with a semester of college
can prove daunting.
"I am opposed to the
kind of strong hardship this is
going to put on some of our .
most financially-needy stu-
dents," Lois Kelly,Boise State's
director of financial aid, says.
"It's just going to be a challenge
for the students."
If a student doesn't com-
plete 60 percent of the semes-
ter while receiving aid, the
university returns part of the
tuition money to the federal
government and keeps a pro-
rated amount to cover tuition
for the portion of the semester
attended.
Typically,under the sys-
tem currently being used at
Boise State, the student would
not end up having to repay any
of the money.
EJt Steele newswri>;;)
U·nder a new ruleapproved by Congress
last year, students who receive
Pellgrants may have to repay
the money if they drop out of
school without completing 60
percent of the term.
The new law could
potentially make life difficult
for any student who withdraws
from college even if for med-
ical reasons,
Typitally, students who
receive Pell grants depend
more on financial aid, and the
prospect of reimbursing
money after paying some of
the up-front expenses associ-
~~Iam' opposed to
the kind of
strong hardship
this is going to
put 'on some of
our most finan-
cially~needy stu-
dents,"
However, come July 1,
2000, die student will be held
responsible for half the'money
left over after the prorated
tuition costs are calculated.
At Boise State, 4,223 stu-
dents, well over 25 percent of
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~ Public Policy
~ Center devel-
ops Idaho court sys-
tem videos
The first two videos ina
series designed to help the pub-
lie understand and access the
Idaho court system are on their
way to county courthouses and
public libraries statewide.
The vidoes, produced by
the Boise State University Cen-
ter for Public Policy and
Administration under the
direction of the Idaho
Supreme Court's Committee to
Increase Access to the Courts,
focus on educating the public
on the Idaho court system.
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"AnIntroducdon to the
Idaho State Court System" and
''The Idaho State Court System:
Family Law" inform citizens of
what to expect in court,
describe courtroom procedures
and explain specific areas of
case law. They are available in
both English and Spanish.
"Boise State's involve-
ment is part of our continuing
relationship working on proj-
ects with the courts," said direc-
tor Sharon Burke. "These
videos are just one of many
tools that will increase public
access to the court system."
Future videos developed
by the center will provide infor-
mation on topics such as filing
small cIaiinscases and domestic
violence protection orders.
0~::~~~;s
the month honors
Katie Baker, a, senior.' ..",-
international business major at
Boise State; has been named
international business student
of the month by the College of
Business and Economics.
Baker, a 1993graduate of
Boise High School, also
recently served an internship
with Hewlett Packard's Color
LaserJet team.
JAtthese ... ice$, iii's too bad
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Maybe one day we will sell cars, food ond everything else you need. But right now, irs great deals on textbooks every day. Youcan save up to 40%, and you'll get .your books in
1 to 3.days. Not that you would, but don't sweat using a credit cord. VorsilyBooks.comis 100% guaronteedsecure. Trysaying that about a new SUV.
SAVE UP TO 40% ON TEXTBOOKS.
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BSU lays out details of new student recreation center
jesst Loerch
associate editor
" This new recreation cen-
ter will be a focal
point ...and a showpiece-I think
it's going to be one of the best
programs in the country,"Joyce
Grimes, director of recreation,
says of the new student recre-
ation center, slated to open in
the fall of 200t.
The architecture firm
designing the building hopes to
complete the 95 percent draw-
ing by mid-December. By the
end of .March a contractor
should be selected for the proj-
ect, with ground breaking in
earlyApril.
Plans for the new 87,500
square foot facility include a
variety of resources:
Don't gamble
on textbook
'discounts'
from giant
online
companies.
You could be
losing big with the
wrong editions and
steep shipping
charges.
shop smart, be lure,
buytrom BRONCO BOOKS.
I
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child care ,center. . .
court.sports(baeketball, vol-
leyb~ badmitton) .:
, racquetball courts
conference room
aerobics room Withstate of
",' L .. ',' "',
the art sound system
·dr0P':inaerobicsclasses , .
assist~ce illcrea~ an
official fitness p~gtam" .
classroom. ,.' ....: '.
computeistationsfor lap-;
· top c~mputers ,........•....'. .',
·the outc1ooi'reeieatloll cen-
Matt Bott, ASBSUpresi-
dent, explains that during the
1995-96 school year students
Jeff Clause and Darryl Wright
began preliminary plans for a
recreation center at BSU.They
visited other college campuses
with student recreation centers
and decided BSU did students
a disservice by not offering
such a facility. Clause and
Wright received considerable
support for their idea from the
campus community.
The original plan for
funding the center included a
fee increasephased in over four
years. But the students' great
enthusiasm for the project let
the planners shorten the sched-
ule to three years.
Fees going towards the Student Reereation Center:
1996-97 academic year: 1998-9'and 1999-2000
$17 for fuUtime students .$65 for full time students
$l:SO/credit hour for part $6.50/credit hour for part
timestudenci .' . timestudents .
1997-98aeademicyear .' St\ldents\vill contin~ to pay
$4~~rJuiltinlest\ldents .., .,theabo:ve fee \l[1~.202~.. .'
$4/~t'ho#'io~iparttiml: ,.'<':", . "·'0
stud~tii< ..
- N rthwestern Health Sciences University!
What careers can you pursue at AO ct • OrlenttJl medicine ' Therapeutic massage
_'- health and weI/ness' cupun ure
Chrrapractlc • ':~~~tern Health Sciences University provide~ the widest range of choices
in natural health care In the United States.
The foundation of the University Is
Northwestern College of Chiropractic.
which has earned an international
reputation in 58 years as a pioneer in .
chiropractic education. patient care and
scientific research. The individual attention
and access to educational re.sources our
students receive helps them excel in
preparing to practice as outstan.dlng .
health 'care practitioners. Combined WIth
. our pioneering clinical education programs
and our assistance in job placement.
Northwestern provides a superb
educational experience.
NORTHWESTERN
HEALTH SCIENCES
UNIVERSITY
Minneapolis, Minnesota
.For a personal visit or
more Information, call
1-800-888-4777,
Or go virtual at .
, :ttWW.nwhealth.edu.
(lOS) 375-7009801se
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EARN $18,000
PARTDME!
Sure you could use the extra
money-who couldn't? The
Army Reserve can hdp you
earn more than $18,000 dur-
ing a standard enlistment,
part time, plus some gn:a~
benefits, with opponumnes to
qualiry for even more m~:>Dey
to continue your educauon.
You'll also be getting valuable
hands-on skill training that
will last you a lifetime.
Good extra money. Lots of
opponunities. A place to
niake new friends. Give the
Army Reserve your serious
consideration.
Think about it.
Then think about us.
ThencaU:
a ALL 1'OlI CAM II:
ARMY RESERVE
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College Bowl: All the fun of "Who Wants to be
a Millionaire?"· without Regis Philbin .
ESean Hayes a
. \0 news writer
With the resurgence ofquiz shows on televi-
sion, what better time for the
Student Programs Board to
bring back "College Bowl"-a
national event first attempted at
Boise State University 12 years
ago. Organizer \Vendi Story
says this will offer a good
chance for students to partici-
pate in the academic side of
college events.
"It's a whole new chance
of involvement," Story says. "It
should reach a group of stu-
dents who don't feci there are
events geared to them."
The tournament will take
place from Jan. 24 to Feb. 4 of
next year. Players must be
undergraduate or graduate stu-
dents at Boise State or a mem-
ber of the faculty. Four team
members may play the game at
one time, with a fifth alternat-
ing. Scheduling of the event
may vary, but it is expected to
take place either during lunch
times or on weekday evenings.
Story says prizes have
already been donated from the
Bronco Shop and she is looking .
for donations-including pos-
sible cash prizes-from other
businesses in the community as
well as clubs and organizations
at BSU.
ING AUTHORITY
[We sh~uld have a file on you.]
AT GREENWOOD'S WE DON'T
JUST SELL SKI TUNING,WE
SELL SERIOUS PERFORMANCE
IMPROVEMENTS.
We've been tunlno skis since this
simple tool was the cuttino edoe lor
sharpenlno your edoes. Sure, we use
all 01 the latest equipment lor tunlno
skis, but we stili rely on craftsman-
ship, and hand-work to olve you a
superior tune. So, stop In and learn
about our ski tunlno packaoes - and
oet those skis ready to 00. .
Trivia questions cover a
range of topics including pop
culture, social sciences, mathe-
matics, geography, sports and
multicultural ev.~rl~. A guide to
resources that might prove
helpful to answering the trivia
questions can be obtained with
.College Bowl applications.
About thirty applications
have been picked up so far and
Student Programs Board' has
reportedly already assembled a
team. Those who want to get
involved may pick up applica-
, tions at the Information Desk
in the SUB or at the Student
Activities offices.
Story says that if the
game 'goes well this year it
could become an annual event.
LIVE STAND-UP COMEDY 5 NIGHTS A WEEK
Discounted tickets .available
at the SUBCampusInfo Desk.
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-Fund-ratser makes gifts for needy
children a kan-do .expertence. ..
The fundraiser was the
third annul Kan-for-Kids
event, held Dec. 1-2, during
which local celebrities and stu-
dents sat' for forty-eight
straight hours on a toilet seat in
the middle of the quad. The
fund-raiser pulled in $2,000
this year and about $5,000 in
past years. All the money made
at the event will be donated to
the Idaho Migrant COW1i:ilin
time for Christmas.
"Most people under-
stand the toilet has nothing to
do with it," says organizer Brad
Schmitz. "It just gets people to
ask questions, maybe raise an
eyebrow."
Tara Potts, of the Broad-
cast Technology Club, didn't
mind having the shift Wednes-
day night. In fact, she felt a bit
like she was cheating by having
a small heater donated by
Tate's Rents which also
donated an arch and lights.
Several local businesses con-
tributed goods and money to
the event.
"\'\-'e're sitting here all
night because some families
do," Potts says. "I appreciate
my gas heater, my warm shoes
and socks. It amazes me that
some people don't have these
things."
Schmitz's enthusiasm
seemed evident in his h;Ud line
approach to soliciting dona-
news writer
It so~ds like a nightmare,looking up and realizing
that you're sitting on a toilet in
the middle of campus. For
members of the Organization
of Student Social Workers and
the Progressive Student
Alliance, however, it provided
a welcome opportunity to help
needy children of migrant
farm workers enjoy a merry
Christmas. It offered some-
thing even the likes of Miss
Idaho, ASBSU president Matt
Bott, KTVB Channel 7 we~th-
erman Larry Gebert, and oth-
ers wanted to get in on - or on
top of.
tions for needy families. This
year he didn't berate those who
wouldn't donate as he did in
years past. Wearing a Santa
Claus hat he shoute instead,
"Get in the Christmas spirit,"
and ''Your mother would be
proud."
"Brad gets people moti-
vated," says Potts. "If it wasn't
for people like him, nobody.
would do anything."
Kan-for-Kids is. just one
in a series of events aimed at
helping the migrant worker
population in Idaho. A Hal-
loween canned food drive
organized by the PSA gener-
ated 600 to 700 pounds of
food, which was donated to the
Idaho .Migrant CoW1ciI. The
Broadcast Technology club, in
connection with PSA, hopes to
complete a documentary proj-
ect about migrant farm work-
ers in Idaho by the end of the
month, arid premiere the film
at a kickoff party in the Stu-
dent Union next semester.
The Farm Worker Mini-
mum Wage bill should hit the
Idaho legislature in January, and
Schmitz plans to march in sup-
port of its passage during the
Martin Luther King human
rights celebration. According to
literature distributed at the
Kan-for-Kids event, farm
workers generally make only
$6,500 a year, between $1-2 an
hour. Schmitz says that without
child labor laws for farm work-
ers, children as YOW1gas ten
drop out of school to help pro-
vide income for their families.
Even considering the
gravity of the cause, sitting on a
toilet in the quad in the middle
of the night appears far more
passionate (and in the words of
some onlookers, "crazy'') than
many students are willing to be.
''Well, we get sort of
weird looks," confesses Potts.
''With all the Christmas lights,
and I'm sitting on a toilet We're
getting lots of attention. People
have been really generous
though, so it hasn't been a
Waste."
1D5-~----~) "("'~-...;...-----c.
Students create marketing campaigns in
Advertising Club " "', '."
Usa Britton
special to the arbiter
What would induce 18-24 year-aids to
become new readers of the
New lark Trines? That question
. provides this year's basis for the
Boise State Advertising Club.
Ten students, mostly
marketing majors with a com-
munication emphasis, comprise
the club. As part of a national
competition, it receives a client
each year and must create an ad
campaign for that company.
This year's client is the
Nell' )ork Times and the club
has from Augusr to April to
devise a plan for the newspaper'
to target the 18-24 year-old age
group. The Boise State club
competes against schools from
all over the Pacific Northwest
"Our region is one of
the most highly competitive
regions," Dawn Hickman, a
senior member afthe club,
says. The group also serves as a
class, Marketing 497-Ad
Agency Management. They
meet two days a week in class
and spend four to six hours per
week working on the projects
out of class.
BSU maintains member-
ship in the American Advertis-
ing Federation. Various
companies and' corporations
pay the N\F to allow them to
have their advertising plans
drawn up by college students.
The 1\1\F then picks one client
to assign to each school. "If
you want to target the individu-
als, you get them to make the
campaign;' Hickman explains.
The current team formed
at the end of last semester.
They started meeting at the
onset of the school year and
received the assignment for the
New l'Ork Times case at the end
of September.
.The club takes their fin-
ished project to the Regional
Student Advertising competi-
tion on April 14,2000 in Port-
land, OR. They will display a
15-20 minute presentation of
the advertising techniques they
perfected, A 40-page plans
book accompanies this presen-
tation, which Hickman explains
as "the sum and substance of
an integrated marketing com-
munication plan."
The school that wins
regionals then competes in the
national competition held in
Wasllington, DC in May. ~'This
is the best experience you'll get
[at BSU], short of an intern-
ship,' Hickman says.
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Visit the Student Union for a
complete Finals Relief schedule
or visit our website at
http://union.boisestate.edu
ORC~--
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We do: ADA
Upgrades Computer Consultant
Solve & Repair Problems ~.
Sell Computers, software & hardware , ,
plus Installation I '. .
. " Call now to savel
. Orders are accepted I
. '. Tel 12081440-9548
dacomputer@yahoo.com or M-F'(after 6pm) Sat - Sun. (anytimel
Combo Meals
(!ndudlna Soup. RIco. MIDd, Veal ... Solod)
1 Three 2 Teri~akJ 3 Terivakl 4 T«:.~
Terlyakl Chi en ChlcJ(en & ~'!I~ri~
Kabobs ~ cfu Po~rs 'shrim~
$6.95 $5.75 SS.9S $6.45
Cblcken $4.95
Beef $5.50
6 S\Wet & Sour 7Fried FIsh 8 Teriyakl 9,TerlyaId"
or Mandarin & Two
Splcy Fried' Shrimp Chicken Chicken &
ChlcIien Salad Beef CombO
5.50 S5.9S S5.50 .95
lOTeriyaki
Chicken &
Sushi
$7.45
Boise
(In Old Boise)
Te1/Faz Orders: 345-3366
501 ~Main- Boise, Idaho 83702.
Josh Jordan
Sports Writer
Weber State's HaroldArceneaux might
have been "the show" for the
Wildcats in last year's NCAA
tournament, but last Saturday
night in the Boise State Pavilion
proved him a dominating pres-
ence in teamwork. Tenacious
team defense by the Broncos
held the potent Wildcat offense
to just 46 points on 33 percent
shooting, as BSU rolled to a 71-
46 victory over their former
Big Sky rivals.
Arceneaux impressed
people last year, scoring 36
points as Weber State shocked
perennial power North Car-
olina in the first round of the
tournament. This season the
Wildcats continue to play well,
starting the season 3-1 includ-
ing an 84-72 victory over 20th
ranked Utah last Wednesday
night.
Boise State came out
pumped up, building an early
12-4 lead behind sophomore
Clint Hordemann's sIam dunk,
two quick steals and a 3-point
shot in the first 6:21 of the
game. With just over eight min-
utes left in the half the Bronco
defense had allowed only eight
Wildcat points, all from Arce-
neaux.
The young Bronco team,
which struggled early in the
season with Coach Rod
Jensen's pass-happy motion
offense, looked impressive as
they consistently found the
open man for easy baskets
under the hoop.
"I liked that total team
effort," says Jensen. "I liked it a
lot. I'm really proud of our
guys tonight,"
The Broncos were near
perfect in the first half Led by
.Horedemann's 10 points, five
rebounds, .two assists and two
steals in fifteen minutes of
play, the Broncos never let the
advantage fall below 13.
Defensively Boise State looked
scary, holding Weber State to
just 18 field goal attempts and
forcing Arceneaux and point
gtJilfd Eddie Gill into to of
their team's 16 first-half
turnovers. The Broncos took a
37-22 comfort zone into the
locker room as the over-
matched Wildcat team
appeared positively stunned.
The Broncos
approached the second half
conscious not to let a halftime
lead waste away as in their two
previous losses, including last
Wednesday's 71-55 defeat at
Gonzaga. Justin Lyons
exploited the slow, flat-footed,
Weber State big men with a
plethora of post up moves,
turn around jump shots and
nifty bounce passes. His quick t
baseline bucket, followed by a ~
sweet give and go dish to J!
Hordemann for a lay-up, built
the Bronco lead to 49-31 six
minutes into the second half
Boise State showed they
weren't about to let this slip i
away and the Wildcats ~
appeared to believe it.
Perhaps the signature
play of' the game happened
with 7:27 left on the clock and
the Broncos ahead 57-40.
Arceneaux got the ball on the
base line, spun around and
went up strong, looking to
dunk. Lyons, timing his. jump
perfectly, met the ball just in
front of the rim and stuffed the
Wlldcat superstar leaving him
sprawled on the floor. The
crowd of 6,169 roared its
approval and the. Weber State
bench slumped a little lower as
any hope of a comeback left
their minds,
Mop-up duty ended with
the buzzer sounding on a 71-46
Bronco thrashing as the
vaunted Weber State squad
wandered to their locker room
asking themselves what had
gone wrong. Perhaps Lyons,
the vocal leader of the team,
summed up the performance
best.
with six rebounds. The Bronco
defense forced Weber State into
a paltry 33 percent shooting for
the game and caused 25
turnovers.
The Broncos confidence
appears high going into Satur-
day's home game against
Northern Arizona. The Bron-
cos will be looking to even the
score against the Lumberjacks,
who beat Boise State 60-53 to
.open the season.
"[Weber State] just
played an excellent team in
Utili and they went and beat
down Utah, and we beat
[\,\Ieber] down," affirmed
Lyons. "You can take that any
way you want. We're going to
push off to practice on Mon-
day and we're going to keep
doing the things we always
have."
Lyons enjoyed a game
high 15 points and four assists
to lead the charge. Hordernann
followed with 14 to go along
AgainStWeber State, Clint Hordernannsets up aWUd£8-l
defender for a drive to the .hoop. The sophomore contributed 14'
points and six boards.
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$1.99 Burger & Fries at the Sports Zone.
Present your current
Student I. [).
& receive a
hamburger & fries
for only $1.99 plustax ....
Only at the Sports Zone
located on the Grove in Downtown Boise
.j-r-. ----J] (~-----~~
Broncos ready to do battle with Louisville
. .
sports writer
The biggest sports. day inBoise State history is
only a few weeks away and
oddly enough, it doesn't involve
the Idaho Vandals. On Dec. 30
BSU plays the University of
Louisville Cardinals in Bronco
Stadium at 1 p.in. in the Cru-
cial.com HwnanitarianBowl
III. Following Boise State's first
ever I-A appearance in a bowl
game, the men's basketball
team hosts the Cincinnati Wild-
cats, currently ranked as the
number one team in the nation.
"If you ask any team at
the start of the year what your
goal is, every team is going to
tell you 'win your conference
championship and go to a bowl
game," says the Big West Con-
ference coach of the year Dirk
Koetter. ''We did that this year
and now our next [goal] is we
. want to win that bowl game.
Then we're going to do our
best to repeat next year and
then the year after that we're
going to move into the Western
Athletic Conference and we're
going to try to do some damage
there."
While the Broncos aren't
putting too much thought into
the distant future, they will con-
centrate on the Cardinals.
Louisville (7-4, 4-2), of
Conference. USA, finished sec-
ond in their league. They are
the nation's fourth-best scoring
team (37.5 -points per game),
second-best passing club (335.2
yards per game) and seventh-
best overall unit at 466.9 yards
per game.
Boise State (9-3, 5-1)
earned .the championship of
the Big West Conference: The
Broncos average 33 points per
game, although in the past five
games they've averaged 47.6.
Boise State averaged 253.6 yards
passing on the season and 413.2
yards in total offense (ranked 15
in the nation).
"As we began to be suc-
cessful they began to trust us
more and we trust them and the
good relationship between
coach and players shows up,"
says Bronco offensive coordina-
tor and line coach Brent Myers.
''And that's why you end up
winning more games because
they believe ill your system,
what you're trying to teach
them, and then it becomes our
system."
Louisville coach and for-
mer Idaho head coach John L.
Smith brings his own program
into Bronco Stadium, with one
of the highest ranked offenses
in the country.
"It's great 'to be back,"
says a semi-sarcastic Smith.
"You know, I didn't realize how
much I hated it until I looked
outside at the blue turf again."
Smith talks candidly
about the, relationship between
the fans and the opposing team.
"If the fans of the oppo-
sition don't hate you, then'
something's wrong. They're
kicking your tail. If they do hate
you, then that's great. You're
doing some things right."
Cardinal quarterback
Chris Redman is the NCAA I-A
all-time leader in passes
attempted (1,679) and com-
. pleted 1,031 passes. Redman
was ,voted the Johnny Unitas
Golden Arm Award winner,
given annually to the top senior
QB in college football.
"Chris (Redman) is a very
capable young man," comments
Smith. "He's probably the best
I have coached. Overall he's got
a great release, and he's very
accurate and extremely tough,
so he's a good football player.!
Big West Player of the Year Bart Hendricks (I,) and Defensive
Tackle Justin Llorente (73) share a lighter moment on the sidelines~
would expect him to be the first
quarterback to come out in the
NFL draft"
Louisville's offense
appears outstanding, but their
defense is not doing as well.
The Cardinals rank 89 in total
defense, whileBSU is 28 in the
nation.
Smith and his coaching
staff started five to six fresh-
men defensively throughout the
year, but feels his unit is coming
together nicely.
"Boise State is a very
good football team," analyzes
Smith. "Dirk (Koetter) does a
great job; his staff does a great
'job. We're going to have to
work our tail off to come out
here and be competitive with
him. Playing on their home turf
is always t~ugh."
Late December could
provide quite adve~e weather
conditions, but Koetter does
not feel it will play into either
team's advantage.
"You couldn't be happier
for the seniors because that is a
group of kids who have gone
through a lot, a lot of tragedy
and a lot of adversity, and. for
them to have weathered that
and become stronger as a result
of it is everything you hope
for,'.' says Bleymaier. "For them
to be rewarded with a champi-
onship and a bowl berth is
,spectacular, so we couldn't be
happier for them. They deserve
the credit for hanging in there
and staying with the program
with. all the changes that have
occurred, and fought through
all that and to become champi-
ons. We're. thrilled and very
proud of them.".--'----------..,=
"Both reams \vill have to
deal. with (the cold weather),"
says Koetter. ''1 just think that
both teams. will probably have
to have two game plans, their
wide open game plan, and then
their weather game plan."
With' everything the
Broncos' seniors have endured,
there can't be a better ending
for them then to play their final
game in front of the home'
crowd and beyond that, a bowl
game.
The twenty-three seniors
have not been at it alone the
past four years, as Boise State.
athletic director Gene Bley-
maier also bares witness.
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ano@me textbook market isn't.,~omp~onshop,~);~~;", I just can't,tell ' .,"
neCessarily bad news. . ; ,up corning back to the'DOOk~\; l&e;S~te;'s'
'For . years, students ',~,~re after finding ~tpri~~:; . 'l~~~ughh~;bcli~!,·~~}·~_;j:~~~~i~~;.,
viewed coll~1>6lJkstoresaS ,,;o~, the Internet weren't neces(' ;;'; ~elsn't steep. . . "dclii:s:sh6iliJ'.,~~;~~_i~~.u;:;
Now, according to book- BSl.J Books~~>and Bronco
store manager Kim Thomas," . con~BOO~E;. p~te text-
the variety of textbook outlets bookstore ·locai:ecla.r:,1216
helps students realize that text- South Broadway, btch's~ythi~·· tomer ' ,'. '..' "'.";','The system wiUbe'1nte- ··<c:own~tO:f,i1.Ji.()nCo College
books are expe nsive 10' general, business hasn't declfu.'ed .;;"';:.t:.'.'._._' .•' ·····.·.'ffi·.,.. s~rvt.ce Onlin.e stores 'gra. ate.: ,.d..,.,,·with. the bookstore;S! ·' ....~ ".BOo..:.'. kS,.· ...·.', .. ·.'.b.·c·.ill.·.;eves,,'.'.··.·.·.:;,"•.'.·.:.'~.·.s.·.·'.;.fud.".··.·.:.·.·.ents will .
•..,..'" ""5'~ ,fl. c:rcan t compare to brick- . ," . t->: . .'. ' ",,',', .' . " •. ,'::.'
and the high prices aren't nee- cantly since the Internet text'~' ~'il#4~J:D9.~stores. mven~rr:~~~~L~d P01O~of ~~'~,~t.Jnter~et.textbook
essarily the fault of the BSU book buying business'came~o .f·'c,: ". sale sys~,~that1f a ShOPPtng1S~()barg'ain·. . li
r
.. ,_.~e~pnce,compared, b k is >",,'" .,.".".,.' • .' ·'C,·
bookstore. [e. . .. ·d' .by·'.::·.·tli:--.'::.~..".·,".':~.·'.:'.-. ;· ..·:'··.·.:' .' inthe 00 lSOUf.O..fSs...trii:k.··.· .' , .. '.·.·.theweb 'Wh.'en's. tuden.. ts shop at. . . an .,e~m~add 10 the . , ."'-':.'::. . , .
"In one regard (the com- "They'd rather,come te, shipping~~d.~in a S1t~ won t sh~'ltllllllvaila~le our ,store~eycan. be sure
petition) does help us, and some place wherethey'lUi\'ea lot of cases pri()i:f<j~C!dfugin un a new shi~~ent C()mesm. they r~ ge~gexact course
that's in the perception. ," rec()urSe if they make a lllistake< th hi . charge' '.'--:".'.'\:;>"'. In adell..tl.o.o, ".s..tu.d..e.n.ts .material s specified' by' their pro-".. ..... e s ppmg S, ourpnces ul .. ' ." ." .> .
Thomas says. "Students are or have to change a clasS. Sri are lower" Th .... co d bUYtheIJ:;pooks pnline fess()rs,":he says. ''We ... make it
able to.see ..· tha..'.:.'.t.::b.'.·.·.oo.: .•..... ks..··•.t~.'~s l'rilfeallynot that concerned;.'.'.•· '· . AI' omasfsays.. . and if th·~· .•.,·.rieed.·'.·.···..·.•.·.tO:inake..:.·. ··.·.·..' .an.· :C:isy' ' ..t6. fe·.. ·. tUrn books if a stu-. ..' " ' .... ,'. so, some 0 the online .•.. ' ... ,'." ..' ."....:' , .
aren't chargingIUghprlces:.;it's Chuck"~~on, the rnari3 ....r,~:~res also don't sell or.b....~yUS~,,;;.ex~b",Ji~~gc:. t.a~~d,tl1e ...~ d61t.~ or drops classes."
just in general dleprlces of ., ., .·\·"$,,,~J~}i9:~~~tore,.,
textbooks." ,." . .,.... ~~,. ~ ~,II. ~, ----~
::.'~tevia searches, questions'arid":£ ni~~t~"ke'Searched .. ·:;,3J.~ffin~Shame and
Internet Textbtiok· :b~:";fOOl m fue'~!£~!:=;Cd~p:~~~.I=:
Companies: A review 1. Availabili '. ~kOfdelivery and the time Wise &Petetson 1999,S~tIi··;:!l~} .,[" , .
of .sources for teXt- How many of '::,l~;~:tonavigate the site. Edition.Saunders Collegc:'Pl1b-.,:):;,..,L •.• ?"SOcial.Work with
book purc~~· ..'. on our list~"c <4. Customer service: ~'~"""""" ..:.;:/Grd~p8" Charles Zastrow
USing onlyj9W::GQm-:- refers to whether;], e,r, How easy to contact a live per_ '0'. ", 1996, Fourth Edition Nelson-
puter ';t' co' were ready-t(Hlii~;riit6\:d~or so~ :ad answers to questio . Hall Publishers
Ratings: .' .._ 'c,;:,;,: otherwise immedie"tiy 'u!iavail- . pan ". e simplicity of the wli6Ig:
1 S a.ble.. . .. ,..... ..' ..' ... ,racess.. = ave your compute,r~:J9r'; . . . . ..' '.~F~f,flw~j:il~if~=ro~~re:-
5. ·"Writeto:.Leamt>
Donald M.Murraf5~9~,Sixth
. Edition HarcourtBci~:College
Publishers ... . .
,~~~Mw~~t';
Ship~:i~sts:
$4.95 flat rate. The company
. c;Iaiffis" that 980/0 Of the books
are ~hippedwithin 24 hours,
Return policy:
17 days to return for full refund
Buyback poliCy:. .
Yes. If you sell mick over $50
worth of used textbooks, you
will recieve a 60 minute
phonecard.
Reviewer notes:
It is difficult to search for books
without the ISBN number. It's
often difficult "to determine
which edition of the book is
being offered.
Easy or frustrating experi-
ence:
Frustrating'
Ecampus.com
Ratings:
1. Availability of books: 1
2. User-friendly: 5
3. Speed: 3 .. '
.4. Cus~~o: sCi,vice:
TOTAL:'4
Books:
Noneono
,.
I
ence:
Frustrating
-c·'
~/,,'
•.".:~~r;"';.D"".:.'Return policy: •.....•
Must be re~~~fWithin14
days for full refund
Buyback policy:
This company guarantees a
qUoted buyback price for books
you buy from the site.
Reviewer notes:
This com~y 'is the rexrbook
branch of
Barnesandnoble.com. They
offered great prices and the site
was easy to navigate.. We were
very impressed The low prices
and user-friendly site will be
more worthwhile once the
.'company offers a course search
function:
Easy or frustrating experi-
ence:
Efollett.com.
Ratings: .
1. Availability of books: 1
2. User-friendly: 1
3. Speed: 1
4. Customer service: 1
5. Price: 1
TOTAL: 1
Books:
We couldn't get far enough into
this website to search for any
textbooks.
. New or used books:
Both
Reviewer notes:
The website was horribly slow;
our' reviewer couldn't get past
the homepage without errors.
Don't ~n waste your time
with this ~~'This company is
a. jokel';··.~s our exasperated
,ri:Viewer.
:E~ or frus
···e~ce: . .;~
Easy
Varsitybooks.com
Ratings:
1. Availability of books: 1
2. User-friendli:.9.
~.6:~~~L5
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Flicks still providing variety
itt Edwards territory
Jessica Holmes
aGewriter
, , The Flicks, Quality Films"
reads a sign leading to ~e
squat stucco theater. Glass
encased movie posters line the
outdoor path. On one placard
two unattractive film-makers in
faded jeans and' tacky t-shirts
stand squint-eyed. Hollywood
fresh meat they are not, but
rather the focus of an
acclaimed documentary, .Ameti-
Call Afo11C.
Even from the outside
The Flicks is obviously not
your average theater. The Flicks
may possibly offer the only
movie house with a Wine list,
the sole place where quirky, ,
independent art films unite
with alcohol.
The Flicks stands in
sharp contrast to Edwards
21-the 106,000 square foot
concrete and steel Goliath of
the cinema. Nine miles of
blindingp~pwpleandwrure
neon lights flank the building.
.The Edwards complex, built
over a field of dead grass on
Overland Road, soon beaune
the place to be in Boise.
Growth in movie revenues in
Southwest Idaho rose 70 per-
cent. Edwards grossed $8.2 mil-
lion in one year.
Edwardssubmerged the
city's, .entertainment industry
like a tidal wave. Of the five cin-
emas in the two-mile radius sur-
rounding the megaplex, two
went out of business and three
have downgraded to discount
films.
The Flicks opened on a
much mellower scale. They
sprouted from a club called
"Films that don't come' to
Boise;" The club's organizers,
Rick Skinner and his friends,
rented out the YMCA and
SPEC to host unorthodox art
productions. In order to take
the films into their own arena,
he searched fora suitable loca-
tion for seven years. Meanwhile
he married Carole Clark, who
became instrumental in the
theater's success. The Flicks
. opened in 1984 to a sheltered
city population and a small art
films audience. "We were a bit
ahead of our time," muses Car-
ole Skinner, The Flicks' presi-
dent. "But the people who
liked it, loved it. We had a core
audience of people who would
return each week."
Even with a loyal crowd
The Flicks lost money for the
first seven years, until Dave
Garrell, distributor for Colum-
bia and admirer of the eclectic
movie house, gave them a film
called A River RNns Through It in
1991.
"It ran 16 weeks. It sold
out, sold out, sold out. It was
our first film to make a profit,"
says Skinner.
The film introduced
both the people of Boise and
large movie distributors to the
little theater. .The audience
expanded; better films were
offered.
Their reputation even
spread outside Idaho.
"At a Portland Cinema
21, I wanted to get into a movie.
for free," Skinner laughs. "So I
told the manager I owned The
Flicks in Boise.' The manager
replied 'I've heard that's the
most awesome theater.' I was
let in for free. And on gam-
bling trips to Las Vegas my par-
ents would wear their Flicks
T'-shirts. People would come .
up to talk to them about it."
Two -years ago a scout
from the Sundance Institute
came to The Flicks to glean
ideas for new art houses -being
built in select cities. Variety later
published, ht an interview with
the scout, that the movie
houses would serve beer, wine,
espresso, and include an out-
door patio, all Flicks innova-
tions.
"Since A River RNns
Through, It' we've been doing
fine," Skinner remarks. ''We've
made Ii profit every year."
But Edwards still affects
the small art house.
"Revenue is down 20
percent," she says. ''But it's still
livable. It's never as bad as the
old days."
Edwards is eurrentlyin
negotiation for the construc~·
tion of a multiple screen movie
complex in downtown Boise.'
If built, 2,000 cars could soon
begin •circ1ingthe complex, in
search of already scareepark-
ing.The Flicks and 'the newly .
remodeled Egyptian . may
drown in the Edwards after-
shock.
And "Edwards isn't shy
about,taktrtg,~The. Flicks:
.tetiaiO;: ' > ~ ~.;;.";.::.:,.,
''We certainly want to
provide to our public all the
films they want to see," says
Jim Edwards, president of -the
Newport Beach,' CA based
Edwards Theater Circuit Inc.
"If there is a market for the
independent film and specialty
films, then, certainly, we want
to provide them. It's not a set
policy. It's more based upon
our best .guess as to the popu-
larity of any of those, films."
Edwards selects a movie
for profit potential. The Flicks
goes for content
, ''We choose films that
are made because the director
had something to say," Skinner
clarifies. "No formula, we're
not after formula. Films that
don't include the initials '2' and
'3' at the end."
Skinner hopes the
Edwards downtown will not be
realized. She states her primary
reason as traffic congestion,
but adds:
"I actually think generally
speaking, that it's bad for peo-
ple to be really greedy. They
have the Nampa Edwards and
the cinema on Overland. They
don't need to run every theater
out of town. They need to
look at something besides their
money and pocketbook. That's
not why we die! The' Fli~
The community needed The
Flicks."
Previous Edwards proj-
ects have been approved. The
Imax and Nampa 14 were built
shortly after the mairi
megaplex. The shadow of
Edwards downtown may soon
darken the "quality films" sign
of the small movie house.
.)-,..-,-----~) ('-------.,.-.~.c~
The Nutcracker dances onto center stage
Jessica Holmes
ase writer
The prince reigns again inBallet, Idaho's perform-
ance of the holiday classic The
Nlltcracker on Dec. 11 and 12 in
the Morrison Center for the
Performing Arts.
. The eternal plot is
uniquely adapted' to Ballet
Idaho. Sugar plum fairies dance
against the fanciful backdrops
of set designer Don Carson.
BUSINESS
IS EXPLODING
'WEALTH THROUGI:L
'THE INTERNET
EARN A FREE CAR
AND HOUSE
PAYMENT
1·877·999·0555 Id: 2051
, OR
www.NFLI.NET/2051
Grumpv's
ro~@
5%ctisnn>7
ch!'istmastreesf :520 & un~er
LJl.i:lp:::' $4.95 & up A
christmas specials w
tbrOUfhout the store! ,> _
5min from BSU
3520 Chinden
At Garden City,ld 83714
• (208) 344~68S4
Amy Panganiban's unique cos-
tumes, based on sketches dra~
by Carson, clad the gallant'
Prince and wretched Mouse
King. Toni Pimble, artistic
director, assembled 100 local
children to perform with the
professional company.
"Involvement of local
dance students is something
that we have always encour-
aged," comments Pirnble,
"Their experiences with a pro-
fessional ballet company will be
something they will remember
for years to come, giving them
something for their dance stud-
ies, as well as a greater appreci-
ation for the hard work that
goes into becoming a profes-
sional dancer."
Since the late 1800's the
Nutcracker has received a huge
following, performing interna-
tionally for small and large audi-,
ences alike. Almost every ballet
company in the United States
and around the world show-
cases a production of the clas-
SIC.
, The skills of Ballet Idaho
combine with the accompani-
ment 0(' the Boise Philhar-
monic for an artistic, enjoyable
performance.
Taking photography
next semester?
We have Blackand White starter kits
starting at$70.00! Includes all you
, need for your class next Spring!
oise Photography & Darkroom Supply
7995 Fairview Ave. 208 323·0022
the Holidays!
Purchase 3 products ond
receive20% off.
Weolso hove
o lorqe selection of
Holido~ GihSets!
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Brosnan fills Bond's shoes rhird.rtme around
aGe writer
T·.he IJI'orid Is Not EfI~/lghseems an approprtate
tide, approaching the new mil-
lennium. After all,James Bond
. 007 movies specializein extrav-
a/:,>anceand exaggeration.How-
ever, considering me response
of the audience,Thl' World Call't
61'1 Ellollgb might provide an
even more accurate tide.
As in the last eighteen
episodes, moviegoers who
choose aJames Bond movie as
their entertainment for the
evening know what they will
get. Accordingly-The \X'orldIs
Not Enough should not be
judged by its predictability, or
number of realistic scenes.
James Bond wouldn't b~James
Bond if' he were not able to
knock down five enemies in
two seconds, ski faster man a
snowmobile or work on' me
mechanism of a bomb inside
an oil pipeline at 70 mph .
Bond, performing miracles
under water while holding his
breath, could only be matched
by Michael' Jordan floating
above the rim for two minutes.
The usual package of
Bond action, Bond technology
and Bond girls willdelight fans.
Once again, the plot was mod-
ernized. This time around
Bond must prevent an
unscrupulous scheme, that
threatens the world's oil
resources. True to me tide, me
world was almost not enough
for me different settings of me
story. The American audience
oLIDAv SJlLX
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Video E-Mail, Chat
Rooms, and Surveillance
only $,69.95
Computer
Components
Custom Built Systems
Repairs
COj\~\-P(JrEltPIt!:EL'IWE
y,. 1545 N.Milwaul<eeStr~et
TJ Maxx' PlazalFairvieW&MiIYl~Jl<ee
20S·.37S·.01i34'
complJter-piPESlihQ@Osa. ~et
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with me only miscast. The
'chesty 'Denise Richards, last
seen in Wild Things, plays me
rocket scientist Christmas Jones
(a ridiculous name good for
nothing but one funny pun).
She assists Bond in nuclear
matters, but, their chemistry
doesn't work. Richards never
rises above me level of a Barbie
doll.
receives a geography lesson
with scenes in Spain', London,
Turkey,Azerbaijan, the Caspian
Sea and me Bosphorus .•Bond
tries to protect m~ attractive
daughter of an oil tycoon and
battle an enemy who can't feel
pain. Along the Way,stolen plu-
tonium must be, recovered.
Eventually,it all comes down to
a dramatic climax in a nuclear
submarine threatening to blow
up me city of Istanbul. Overall,
some interesting .turns of
events make the plot slightly
less predictable than usual.
The creators of the
movie tried to avoid repetition
by hiring a director not known
for action movies, Michael
Apted (Gorillas In/he Mist, Nell).
They also succeeded in assern- For diehard James
bling a superb cast. Pierce Bond fans me movie delivers
Brosnan plays a better Jameseverrthing they hoped for,and
Bond with: each episode. ,A .maybe more. For those among
number of British actors joined us who aren't fanatics, the
him on me set: RobertCm-lyle, movie will hardly change our
best known from The Full minds. But to expect any
Monty, as his enemy,?rthe bril- changes to a best-selling for-
liant Robbie Coltrane. Sophie mula seems just about as unre-
.Marceau (Bravehearl) ....stars' 'as alistic as one of Bond's
,.Elekt.mI<itlg,the 'in~t high-speed ~otor boat chases.
...•.•..andc0nvitlcing Bond girl. ¥ost. '
nWC viC:weiswill gIadlyplt uP
The usual pack-
age of Bond
action, Bond
teclUtology, and
Bond girls will
deUght fans.
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For graphic arts majors, a
component of this course
landed the~ last Thursday at
Noodles to showcase their
portfolios at the final First
Thursday before the millen-
nium in an exhibition titled
"Sitting Ducks."
Standing behind tables
set up in a room just off the
~JUStin Endow ~~\ ~a6e.
In one way or another, all. students at Boise State
will take some sOf.t of
senior: seminar/thesis defense
course. The departments call
them "capstones to the stu-
dents' education."
restaurant dining area, the
artists nervously talked about
the projects, the inspirations,
the frustrations. First Thursday
patrons, unsuspecting restau-
rant-goers and a few· Boise
State students required to show
up wandered around the tables
inspecting the students' works
and asking the same questions
'on please call 343-0363 .•••
Falivl --" ..".-- ..-.- - --- - ---~
c'-----c.
over and over.
Anyone could tell that
some of the students didn't feel
completely comfortable
explaining the vision behind
their pieces. None of them
needed to worry; the work
looked as professional as any-
thing contracted by area busi-
nesses.
Many of the students
chose to include their rendi-
tions of specific assignments
from class. Art for the
Women's Challenge, the Euro
currency, and identity packages
for real or imagined companies,
all graced the pages of the
portfolios.
~ "Some of our designso .
S have actually been used in theg community," saysJennifer Col-
~. son, one of pe students pre-
~ senring in the exhibit. "We
~ entered our works In contests
~ and a lot of us placed in the top
~ three or four."
Some of the more inter-
esting pieces arose from an
assignment in which they
redesigned cover art for books.
Andrea Taddicken chose John
Grisham's The Partner and The
Save your
coupons
each time
you come Inl
Graphic arts students close out
education as "SittingDucks"
It' 5 all happening here at. ..
TheSvmposion
Cocktails' Full Bar - Pool Tables - Darts - Funl
DrawlnQ for
Hams
Dec. 23rd
a-1Opm
~
g •t fa 2801·F1etcfier St•• off 27th Sf~behlndMldas Muffler
Firm. She laid the covers out in
similar fashion, as if they were
part of a series.
"For The Partner, time is
an important, but often over-
looked part of the story, so I
chose the clock's image," she
says:"And in The Firm, the char-
acters spend quite a bit of time
in the Caribbean, so I used the
island with palm trees."
Patricia Wennstrom ere-
. d an imaginary book in
Which scholars from different
disciplinesdiscussed the future.
Because so many foresee the
prospects for the human race as
bleak, she says, "1 wanted to
portray those darker ideas,' the
cynical view."Her cover uses an
image of bones in the center
placed over a reversed color,
photo negative-looking version
of the same picture.
Other students present-
ing works include Jana Enloe,
Kira Gruenhagen, Joseph
Tucker, Cole' Nelson, Chris
White, Ryan Nielson, Julianne
Stewart, Cynthia Rainis and
Sara Robbins.
Want to see
HoiPoloi
in concert?
Check the
classifieds.
Merry
Christmas!
-,..~----~)
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sound
Justin Endow
aGe writer
G. America
Fake Love
Coming In Second Records
It doesn't take listening
to much of local act G. Amer-
ica's Fake Lore to decide if this
group recorded something
with edge. But while they may
earn a perfect ten for the "sur-
prise quotient," they don't pro-
duce anything that showcases
that much ability.
In general, people listen
to music for at least one of
three reasons: it speaks to the
heart, the mind or the feet.
\'\·11enlistening to Fake Lore, it's
easy to decide that it would be
impossible to dance to. Song-
writer Grant Olsen's arrange-
ments rarely possess a
distinctive rhythm. It's not
often in music that anyone can
find sounds varying fro~ slow
organ and drum pieces to
screaming-tempo segments of
thrashing instruments. This
array of musical movements
may sound appealing, but keep
in mind that such differences
occur in a single song, without
any transition, or for that mat-
ter, rhyme or reason. The 11-
track' set starts out with the
instrumental "Fake love," a
strong opening that feels a little
like a trippy Radiohead work.
It's too bad the power of this
introduction doesn't resonate
throughout the album. G.
America's momentum fades
quickly after this.
"TItis is a sound" leads
with a kind of ''LA. Woman"-
esque musicianship; but then
jWl1pSinto severe discordancY
in the chorus. Not only does it
surprise, but itactually feels like
someone runs their fingernails
down a chalkboard.
L aSe -l
Without' any possibility
of dancing to this stuff, one
would think that these tunes
must have some deep or emo-
tional lyrics backing up the
insanity of the instrumenta-
tion. This question still remains
unanswered. Olsen likely tries
to speak to someone or some-
thing in his lyricwork, but how
,C",-' --...,_
could anyone get past the con-
sistendy off-key, screeching
vocals to actually listen to
what's said? That's not to say
that off-key seems bad in and
of itsel£ Blind Melon's late
vocalist Shannon Hoon sang
this wayon occasion. However,
on Fake Love, Olsen lets it
become habitual.
G. America has poten-
tial-their experimental: edge
and Olsen's song writing'incli-
nations fed well~founded. But
right n~w, unless people·think
Mudhoney and Alice in Chains
play overly harmony-driven
music a la Celine Dion, G.
America probably wouldn't
appeal to them. 4 of 10
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If you have a stuffy nose, we need you! And if you have a cough, sore
throat, or runny nose, we want you too. Because if you're coming down
with a cold, you may be eligible to participate in a clinical study to
evaluate a potential treabnent for the common cold,
To Qualify. ·yOumust call. our researchers as soon as
your' symptoms appear. '
If you do qualify, we will compensate you for your- time and travel
costs. You'll also receive medical evaluations and investigational
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Lee Croft
.BSU
alumnus
" The recent decision by
the Editor of The Arbiter to
include the Holocaust denial
insert has aroused immense
feedback and outrage. Itwould
seem that the vast majority has
come from the university fac-
ulty.
The instant knee-jerk
reaction by certain individuals
is exactly the type of rhetoric
that the author of the publica-
tion elicits and thrives on. It is
one thing to argue objectively
and coherently discuss another
point of view. It is entirely
another to throw personal
attacks at the messenger, not
the author.
I do not in any way sup-
port the ideas, lies and misper-
(......_--_ ......-
C~
ment with them-e-equal in
legality and, depending on your
perspective, equal in value.
They promote hatred; anger
and violence. So how does this
differ in substance from per-
sonal attacks and death threats
upon a neutral messen~er?
Criticism of her decision
is valid and may be justified (my
personal opinion notwithstand-
ing is not the thesis here) but
the lack of objectivity by many
is unacceptable.
The most vivid example
of that lack of objectivity and
analysis was given by a faculty
member who missed a wonder-
ful opportunity for education.
Instead of providing a solid
and factual historical rebuttal of
''The Revisionist," he lets his
anger control his editorial.
Because of his family back-
ground he could have educated
everyone and refuted the mes-
sage of anger, intolerance and
hatred. Instead, he failed to take
the same 'moral high ground'
he accuses the editorial staff of
taking.
It is sad that, in the fac-
ulty member's viewpoint, an
open forum is for only those
issues and ideas that we like.
Sounds like the same stuff
''The Revisionist" authors and
local atheists are promoting.
Everyone can have their rights
as long as I agree with them:
Talk about intolerance!
Our Constitution guar-
antees everyone the right to
express themselves. If some-
one wants to pay for an insert
into the student newspaper
and it is not illegal, though it
may be disgusting and pro-
mote intolerance, he has that
opportunity.
Let me close by saying
this-those of you who
resort to name calling, insinu-
ate racism and hatred are
hardly better than the party
responsible for the paid
insert. Your intolerance
sounds like a huge cacoph-
ony.
Criticize, be upset, but
turn it into a positive--edu-
cate, debunk the lies, open a
public forum by supporting
the Anne Frank Human
Rights Memorial. Do not
bury your head in the sand
and hope that someone else
will' fight for justice. History
has taught us one thing for
sure: freedom comes at a very
high price-we have to be
willing to pay for it or we all
lose.
o
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ceptions written ''The Revi-
sionist." But I do support The
Arbitereditor's decision to run
the publication. .I probably
would not have included it
given the same set of circum-
stances-but she did and her
intentions were good.
Though in hindsight she
might have presented the
issue differently, she made a
legitimate decision, whether
we like it or not.
I am also not con-
cerned about the criticism of
the piece or of the editor,
those are valid opinions. But
the thesis of this editorial is
the lack of analysis and failure
to utilize a window of oppor-
tunity by responders. Too
many simply yelled and com-
plained that the editor was
and idiot, fool or insinuated
she was a racist because she
allowed the insert: Instead,
they could have utilized this
forum to totally debunk "The
Revisionist" author's packet
of lies and disturbing propa-
ganda.
Whether the editor
agreed with the publication
(she has stated she did not
and neither does this author),
she has some obligation to
print all viewpoints absent
hate speech. Just because
someone else's perspective is
abhorrent to us personally does
not give everyone free reign to
make personal attacks on the
distribution of the information.
Most have forgotten the old
maxim: "Don't kill the messen-
ger."
Secondly, it is wholly
inappropriate as well as illegal to
make threats against an editor
of a student newspaper. Partici-
pating in or condoning such
actions makes you no better
than the original criminal.
It is amazing that a num-
ber of faculty members that
pride themselves on tolerance
and value free speech so clearly
would so easily fail to recognize
the same rights in others.
Disregard all the histori-
cal proof to the contrary. There
are individuals and organiza-
tions which belie~e arrdsupport
the myth that the Holocaust did
not occur. In fact-God forbid
you open your eyes there are
people in Boise and the world
that can be considered skin-
heads, neo-Nazis, anarchists,
separatists, etc. Some of those
people are students.
Although our fair city has
many attributes, a sense of
community being one, there are
seditious elements. Their points
of view are part of the inalien-
able rights guaranteed by our
Constitution as are my disagree-
Lee Croft
BSU alumnus
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'"i;'a;:~d,:'> he Arbiter welcomes letters
'~;;i~('l"}to the editor of up to 400
words. Letters must be
signed with a full name and
phone number. The Arbiter
reserves the right to edit sub-
;missions which will be pub-
lished as space allows.
Letters can be emailed to'
arbiter@email.boisestate.edu.
faxed to 426-3198or brought
: to our offices at 16051/2 Uni-
versity Drive.
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That thing is a cross?
Damon Hunzeker
Columnist
Last Saturday, as Iembarked on my weekly
constitutional from the Boise
Depot to-the Statehouse steps,
I noticed something different
from my averagewalk-tO,OOO
people were following me. At
first, I pretended to be unaware
of their creepy presence.
. Ignore them, and they'll go
away,I thought. But they con-
tinued to follow me. With each
step, they became more com-
mitted. I increased my speed;
but escape wasn't an option.
They quickly emulated my
pace.
-
I began to ponder their
motives. Were they chasing me
out of town? I couldn't imagine.
why. I mean, I hadn't written
anything remotely offensive in
days. Did they think I was a
witch?,If so, I decided to keep
walking, and upon the first sign
of attack, .I would cast a spell
.and turn them all into salaman-
ders. But how would they know
I'm a witch? I've managed to
keep it a secret for 28 years,
only using my powers once. I
was drunk, and just for fun, I
turned Michael Jackson white.
Aha, maybe they simply had
the wrong guy, I surmised.
I turned around, facing
them stalwartly, and shouted,
"Who do you-" Before I
could finish, severalhundred of
them trampled me into the
concrete. After regaining my
composure, I managed to stand
up, whereupon I noticed they
were carrying crosses. But
nobody seemed to care about
me. I determined there must be
another witch in town, so I
joined the cross-wielding rab-
ble in order to clandestinely
infiltrate the proceedings, I
wanted to help my fellowprac-
titioner of black ~~ by spy-
ing on our enemies. Finally,
nonchalantly, I asked a woman
next to me, "Excuse me, my
memory isn't what it used to
be. What's the name of the
witch we're going to crucify?"
She. looked confused and
ambled toward her husband for
comfort.
If I could somehow
secure a leadership position
among them, I could steer them
in the wrong direction without
resorting to magic, thereby
maintainingmy secret. I decided
to gamble by shouting, ''Atten-
tion! I have read all the Harry
Potter books! I knowhow to..
fight witches! Make me your
leaderl"
They looked angry arid
slightly scared. "Please, dear
muggles! I can take down your
feared witchl I spent six years in
the Hogwart's School of Sor-
cery!I'm your man! I will kill the
witch and enact meaningful
campaign finance reform!"
At this point, a police
officer grabbed me and
explained; "Look, .sir, if you
want to parncrpate in the
demonstration, go ahead. But
you can't harass the marchers." I
realized I had made a terrible
mistake. These people had no
intention of burning a witch.
Rather, they were protesting
witch burnings. That's why they
never attacked me. They were
on my side. I could join the
group in good conscience and
honest motives. "Thank you,
dear witch lovers!We shall unite
as one! We don't need a leader,
only a common goal!"And with
that, I walked among them to
the Capitol.
There, a creature named
Butch Otter told the crowd, "It
is in private property that the
roots.of all freedom exist. You
want to build a church, you
want to start a religion, go get
yourself a piece of : private .,
property. That's the way it
should be. And that's the way
that cross is up on the hill."
Everybody looked toward Table
Rock. Suddenly embarassed, I
looked, too. Yup, that'sa cross.
I never attached rdigio
symbolism to it, thou I
always thought it
Granted, a lower-case "t," but
that's OK. In the age of gram-
matically corrupt e-mail,
nobody Usescapital letters aily-
more. But anyway,evidently;an
atheist from Chicago is filing a
suit in federal coun; to have the
. cross removed. I don't under-
stand why. If you don't like it,
just think of it as a "t," Here's a
few things you can pretend it
stands for:
Actually,you could adopt
a more tangible tactic.Purchase
some private property on a hill
and erect a giant pentagram. It
probably wouldn't last, how-
ever, because a cross suggests
reverence and peace while pen-
tagrams suggest caudrons of
demonic flames and Motley
erue. Somebody would tear it
down. There's a reason why
godless heathens have never
desecrated or torn down the
cross-e-because, secretly, they
fear going to hell. The closest
they come is driving up to
Table Rock to drink beer and
smoke pot.
But maybe we should
compromise. Just cut off the
arms. Then, with two quick
slices, it becomes half of a
cross and half of Satan's pitch-
fork. (Incidentally, why does
Satan carry a pitchfork? ''After
I consign you to eternal suffer-
ing in purgatory, I'm going to
catch up on my farming")
.'" Regardless, I still can't
oefcve a silly landmark made
everybody forget about the
witch.
.3r------..J)
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tLeSleigh Owen ~
( . . Columnist
A few weeks ago I lis-tened as a local man on
television casually dis-
cuss why we shouldn't take sui-
cide threats seriously. After an,
he explained, the "serious"
ones don't bother with the
warning.
I object to his statement
on three counts. Number one,
he was wrong. Number two,
he's perpetuating a mindless
myth that renders people deaf
. to the warning cries of dis-
tressed persons. Number three,
he was wrong on television.
As a cause of death
among all Americans, suicide
consistently weighs in at num-
ber seven or eight. Among
Anglos it skyrockets to number
four. Since few of us have the
honor of calling ourselves
African-American women, sui-
cide's least likely candidates, it's-
best to beef up our mental first
aid kits and finally tumour
attention to the pervasiveness.
of this silent plague. .
For our first ,order' of
business let~ 'oss o~t all those
stereotypes cluttering our men- .
tal shelves. This may come as a
surprise but, even though our
rates have recently declined,
Idaho still ranks number six in
per . (api~ suici?e rates in the
USA, and Ada and Canyon
counties alone spend an aver-
age of .$1 million a year on
medical costs associated with
attempted' and completed sui-
cides. Even..so, welose almost
200 people a year to this prob-
lem. '
How does Idaho .; the
gem state, seat of conser-
vatism, family values and the
Russet 'tater - manage to so
dramatically tip the national '
scale? Accord-
ing to Peter
Wollheim,
'Idaho Suicide
Prevention and
Hodine director, higher suicide
rates surprisingly correspond
with levels of geographic isola-
tion. Rural areas, he explains,
provide the perfect' breeding
ground for the pioneer mental-
ity and its ideals of isolation
individuality and self-reliance:
This mentality also explains
why, although women attempt
suicide five times more often
than their male counterparts,
men complete it eight times
more often. Discussing feel-
ings just isn't the macho' thing
to do.
Doesn't this mentality
seem to confirm the aforemen-
tioned speaker's claims? Maybe
logically, but' not statistically. '
Studies actually show that
despite its taboo, eighty-five
percent of people who attempt
suicide mention it- quite explic-
idy - beforehand.
You know those signs on
the airport baggage scanner
that say something to the effect
of. "We take terrorist jokes seri-
ously, so don't go there:"? (Oh,
come on now You know e- the
ones that tempt you to cheer-
fully say, "Would you hold my
purse, honey? I forgot to pack
the plastic explosives in the
suitcase's lead compartment.'')
Now, my little pseudo-terror-
ists, we have to learn to treat
suicide threats in much the
same manner.
,Don't panic. Sure, that
leaves tile silent fifteen percent,
but vee haf vays of sniffing
zem out as vell. According to
Dr. Wollheim suicide - the
paragon of equal opportunity
_ claims people of all reli-
gions and socioeconomic sta-
tus. It shows' a little bias,
however, in targeting. people,
sixty-five years and older and
young adults between the ages ,
ot
of fifteen and twenty-four.
Incidentally, and most alarm-
ingly, children fifteen years and
younger have the fastest grow-..j'
ing suicide rate.
Not surprisingly, suicide
also follows on the heels of
Richter-seale-worthy life
changes. Events such as losing
one's home, rapid changes in
financies (even winning the lot-
teryl~, experiencing a family
liinety-two per-
cent of suicides
occur under the
influence of
drugs or alcohol
so keep a close
eye on your
depressed
friend's imbib-
ing tendencies.
If she or he
can't seem to
keepaway from
the bottle, nee-
dle, straw or
what-have-you,
you might have
to put your
friendship to
.the test by
inviting a little
professional
intervention.
death and especially losing
someone to suicide signifi-
cantly increase a person's risk.
So you're on the lookout
for aseventy-year-old, white,
male farmer with a 'Winning lor- .
tery ticker, right? Winning me
lottery doesn't automatically
jumpstart everyone down the
path (although I'm willing to
play the guillea pig in such a
scientific experiment). In fact,
sometimes behavior speaks
more loudly than demograph-
ics. For those fifteen percent
.~.
( W·~-~
sense? Imagine November's
and December's holiday fren-
'zies, which finds the bulk of us
, committing .random material-
ism and senseless acts of glut-
tony. Heck, who'd wanna raiss
that? Now imagine the anticli-
mactic fe'el, the leftover turkey
and the credit card bills that
plague us come February and
March. Mystery sol~ed.
'Keeping that principle in
mind, on which days of the
week would you imagine most
suicides ,Ocap:? Kudos to you if
you said Monday morning.
Unfortunately, too many
people still buy into the myth
that the only ones who seri-
ously contemplate suicide
won't provide us with any sort
of warning. This persistent
stereotype has helped foster the
"Oh well" attitude surrounding
the. subject, resulting in a
depressing lack of funding and
services for suicide victims and
their families. On the other
hand and although the Suicide
Hotline (1.800.564.2120)
serves as .Idaho's only direct
suicide intervention. program,
several local groups and organ-
izations have dedicated them-
selves to dealing with some of
. its causes and manifestations
such as domestic 'violence,
alcohol and drug counseling,
child abuse and clinical depres-
sion. Yet there still aren't
enough educational programs
, to shatter me myths surround-
ing the subject.
Well, now that we've
stuffed our heads full of facts
and stars, guess it's up to us to
help lasso others out of the
shadows of the pioneer men-
tality and herd them into
greater understanding and
empathy.
By the way, free hodine
volunteer training will be given
this coming January 29th~ Call
426-3532 for more informa-
The mortality rate of ignorance
who don't say anything rd f~r
those eighty-five who do),
keep your eyeballs peeled and
your ears perked for some of
these indicators:
1. Drastic increases or
decreases i:tl' eating, sleeping,
sexual, schoolwork and work-
work habits.
2. Disinterest in items or
events that used to rivet' the\!'
attention, including activities
"<# '
people or personal well-being. '\
3. Behavioral changes
such as violent outbursts,
moodiness, morbidity, eupho-
ria or persistent depression.
4. Putting their affairs in
order, including making
amends for past" misdeeds or
giving away prized possessions,
5. A sudden, unexpected
improvement after an extended
period of turbulent beha\'iors.
Pretty basic information,
I know, but too often we tend
to chalk these behaviors up to
age, hormones or weakness of
character. Heck, we might even
say it's the alcohol talking.
Speaking of which, and just to
keep you on your toes, ninety-
two percent of suicides in
Idaho occur under the influ-
enceof drugs and/or alcohol.
In other words, keep a close
eye on your depressed friend's
imbibing tendencies. If she or
he can't seem to keep away
from the borde, needle, straw
or what-have-you, you might
have to put your friendship to
the test by inviting a little pro-
fessional intervention.
Okay, you've identified
those lifestyles and behaviors
that cllaracterize most suicide
victims. Your mission now -
and you shollid choose to accept
it - involves helping them limp
through the year's suicide
hotspot, AKA the holiday sea-
son, right? Wrong again; In
fact, the majority of suicides
actually occur during the
months of February, March,
April and. June. Makes no
i;
tion.
I..:IP
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Happy Holi-
days from
all of us at
The Arbiter!
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ACROSS
1. Before the storm
5. "She'lI be there __ 3 p.m."
7.Sevenyear __
10. Lassie .
12. Opposite ot Yes
13. There are seven
15. Begonel (ImperatiVe verb)
16. Mentally exhausted
19. Stale next 10 California
20. Without people
21. A ballerina dances here
22. Madman
24. Wily
25. Long ago times
26. Hair color
31. Rose _
35. The highest point
36. Spain and portugal
38. To neaten
39. The conscience
41. Carmen, e.g.
43.Baha
46. Obliquely
47. Tibetan priest
51. Unwholesome
53. "In the same book"
55. A clam
56. Overty showy
57. A tide
58. Present indicative of he
60. Prods .
61. A major star
62. Hair style
63. Eye ailment
1. Piece of garlic
2. False name
3. Opera singer Jerry
4. Change from one stage to another
5. Actinon chemical symbol
6. One not living on campus
7. Managing Editor of 'Sports Nighr
8. Seabird
9. Percentages of Irish farm crops
10. Whiningspeech
11.. Nabisco cookie
14. Whirl
17. States of being free
18. Elongated fish
20. One pU1ilthls on first
• No GATS
(Mly not be aaunl.)
For Times
and
Latest Listings:
377-1700
IMAX
Aawless
Sleepy Hollow
The World Is Not Enough
Being John Malkovich
American Beauty
Double Jeopardy
Music oUhe Heart
The Messenger
Dogma
Pokemon:The Arst Movie
End a/Days'
Toy Story 2
Star Wars'
House on Haunted Hill
Anywhere but Here'
The Sixth Sense
The Bachelor
The Bone Collector
Ught It Up
WildIlre'
Everest (20)'
T·Rex(30)'
lillo the Deep (3D)'
c •.I • ,- •
C_.·
10 11
~.
2 3 4
15
19
21
23. Malt beverage
26. Hotel parent company
27. "Learn it to'
28. Roman Goddess of plenty
29. A degree
30. Pass this and get $200
31. Female
32.Rage
33. Young swine
34. portuguese saint
37. To occupy a space
39. A stamp
40. Where ashes lie
42. A NY lake
43. Military supplies
44. A people of NorthernThaliand
45. Sicker
46. Island in the New Indies
47. A 30's dance
46. A traditional saying
49. Allot
50. Singing brothers
52. Priestly garments
·54. Alter shave brand
'5!J:Thus
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Help Wanted
The Arbiter
Want flexiWe hours,
decent pay, a job in your degree
field? We have openings for .\d
,Graphic Designers and an
Onhlll' /·;dirur. Some positions
are eligible for work study. For
more info call Brad at 345-8204.
S6000 per month!
Processing . government
mortgage refunds. No experi-
ence necessary. 1-888-649-3435
Boise's Best
Part-time
Job for Students !
United Parcel Service
Employment
EEl
~
I REPRESENT NATIONAL
ORGANIZATIONS
inclUding:
SmithsonianInstitution
NationalGeographicSociety
NationalAudubonSociety
(208) 376-4480
interviewsbyappointment
Roommate Wanted For Rent
ROOMJ\otATES NEEDED
2 guys' looking for laid
back people to shack up with.
Our house is cool as hell. If you
arc interested call Jim @ 368-
9741.
Female Roommate
2 bedroom. Hardwood
floors, large kitchen, bay win-
dows, extra storage, w/s/t/heat
paid. 214 W. Bannock, 2 blocks
from St. Luke's, 6 blocks from
BSo. 368-0563 or 440-7044.
Recreation
Women's rugby. Tues.
and Thurs.@6:30p.m. WestJr.
High. No experience required.
We need you ladies! Contact
Annesa 338-5629 orDawn 384-
9341.
. Aim for the
stars!...
You might
\
get lucky
... and hit the
':0;;
~; Hubblel
S.E.O. Jobs
For Jobs Listed Below go to
the Student Employment
Office or call 426-Jobs.
NON-WORK STUDY;
Job Tide: Delivery Drivers
Start Date: ASAP Job Num-
ber: 3353 Wage: $6.00 per
hour Hours/Week: Part Time
or full time, Monday through
Saturday with a flexible sched-
ule around school classes. Pri-
mary Duties: Deliver office
items and run errand for several
tax offices in the Boise area.
Minimum Qualifications:
Must be over 18 years of age
with a clean driving record and
valid drivers license.
$8.50/hr·
Full Benefits .
No Weekends
Weekly Paychecks
4 Shifts to Choose From
Services
GOT SOMETHIN' IU
Make yourself heard with
a classified ad! The Arbiter offers
FREE classified ad space for
BSU students! The Arbiter also
offers very reasonable prices for'
business classified arid display
ads. So give us a call at 345-
8204.
V,latch !()r Ttie Anutor 's tind~s
rf~.\\~~fiSSUE":" next -rn()ncjav~
Job Title: Campus tour assis-
tant Start Date: ASAP Job
Number: 3341 Wage: $7.00
per hour Hours/Week: 15 to
20 hours per week, negotiable
between 8:00am and 5:00pm
Monday. through Friday. Pri-
mary Duties: Coordinating
campus visits, which include
general clerical support such as
reception work, greeting visi-
•tors, data entty, and other tasks
as assigned. Minimum Quali-
fications: General office skills,
Information:
On-Campus Call:
426·1745
On the Web:
www.upsjobs.com
UPS is an Equal Opportunity,
Affinnative Action Employer.
Feeling Anxious?
lam a BSU student writing an
article on severe anxiety in
college students; and Ineed.
your help. If you have experi-
enced severe anxiety and/or
panic attacks since entering
please call my work 888-5743
or email:
. ryoung1516@prodigy.net
Doyou need acomputer? Not sure what to buy?
We do: ADA '.
Upgrades Computer Consultant
:~E=:!:~:~::& hard..WO<e.~. ~. .. Coli now to .~I
~orders are accepted!
T81(208) 440-9548
dacomputer@yahoo.com or M-F (atter 6pm) Sat - Sun. (anytime)
.)-r-' --_;.......J)
ber: 3408 Wage: $8.00/hr
Hours/Week: PIT, negotiable
between Bam-Bpm M-F. Pri-
mary Duties: Install ductwork
etc. for central vacuum systems.
.Minimum Qualifications:
Basic construction of residen-
tial. & commercial buildings.
Reliabletransportation to get to
work sites.
tions are part-time and flexiblA Ii e.pp cants must have success-
fullycompleted an undergradu-
ate degree (or its equivalent)
and must command native flu-
en~y. in the target language.
Minimum Qualifications:
See above.
Job Tide: Language Instruc-
tors Start Date: ASAP Job
Number: 3407 Wage:
SI1.40/hr Hours/Week:
Varies - negotiable. Primary
~uties: Native fluent language
Instructors needed for all lan-
~ages including Spanish,
French, Italian, German, Por-
tuguese, Japanese, Russian,
Dutch and Mandarin. We will
provide training. These posi-
For Sale:
Used car, see photo.
~ \ /'&::>~_.
Gifts E;t Games
for all ages
Thken Hams So
Gift CertiNeates
make great
stocking stuffers!
ere' 7736 Fairview
Boise • 376-6981
. , .
Jr..' ~,,'i~GJGs.com
(~ .
",' -".8uIIII05plll,& House of Hoi Polloi
with SummerJaclland Rebecca Scon
:,' -~Qruaslllatra::n and ~ ad Roll
DOORSOPEN@ 7PM/SHOW @8PMALL AGES
$1000TiCKETS @ RECORD EXCHANGE '.
$1200@ THE DOOR - on sale Dec 1
st
I~·.···"'." .,,, ..... "',. " • .,,' , , ~ 1. \' 11' J I ,- ," , f· - , ,. I , ~. "I: I- L ~ \ 'JI- I • \ '\ \ 'I ~I I I I\. 1,.. ..... ~J \.11
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Earn $1200 for
Ohrlstmas
and a Dell
Computer
Toll Free
(24 hours, 3
minute recording)
1-888-310-7275
Code # 800
Want free tickets
to the Audiolab
8th Anniversary
Concert?
The Arbiter has 6
tickets to go see'
Hoi Polo!.
All you have to do is stop
by our office and tell us
what page the "Got
Po~der" ad appears on in
this'issue'_'_, 1dJ
Enjoy Discount Internet Shopping
at
www.excelir.com/scottc
(0~gie-.,..~
& Bridal
Perfect for
New Years
or other'
Holidaysl
Bring us a picture of your dream
dress. and we'll create it with
your specifications and your
choice of fabrics.
208·322-8919
4299 Chinden Blvd.
Garden City. Idaho
\ --
li~ui~
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regula~,~~O"
now~l~·
Anorted
~no\Vl)oardVi~eOi
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Now open until 2:30am Fri. & Sat. (Broadway store onlyJ
- ~ -- - ~- - ~----- - - -- -
...The RIGHI' Books?
Maybe not ifyou ordered your textbooks from one of those online book companies.
Some students have ended up with wrong editions, steep shipping charges, delivery delays,
and difficultretum policies.
And supposeyoUTschedule changes?
Better to be safe than sorry. Ifyou have a problem, it's no problem if you shopped BRONCO.
Right here at home, Bronco BOO.ks offers the lowest prices o~ new andused textbooks.
And you can bring.us your class schedule and we'll·get· yourbooksfor you!
Or, check out our web site to reserve or buy your books on line.
